
STRENGTH     PERFORMANCE     STYLE



Market leaders of innovative design, engineering and production of class-leading custom 
vehicles and automotive solutions for road, race and all-terrain specialist applications.

Those who know, visit and see us talk about Bowler having ‘something special’. It’s not 
something you can put your finger on, or something you can see. That 'something' is the 
Bowler spirit.

You can’t buy it or bottle it. But you can feel and experience it in every element of 
engineering, design, craftsmanship and conversation. An unrivalled pride and passion 
in everything we do.

WELCOME TO

B O W L E R



Over three decades of unrivalled performance and passion

Founded in 1985, Bowler has grown over the last three decades through the vision and lifelong work of founder Drew Bowler, a skilled 
and passionate team, innovative engineering and our great customers.

During this time the company has grown from just eight people designing and manufacturing 4x4 rally cars and aftermarket parts for 
UK based customers, from the Bowler family farm in Derbyshire, to a 35 strong team in a dedicated facility with vehicle, engineering and 
aftermarket customers across the world.

As the UK pioneers of Rally Raid cars for legendary endurance and extreme off road events such as the Dakar, racing, and the adventure 
of racing, is in our DNA and Bowler cars have competed at the highest levels during this time. 

Our cars are tested to extremes in some of the toughest environments and situations and this proven motorsport experience is woven 
into our wider specialist vehicle R&D and technology transfer projects. 

Remaining true to the company's heritage and Drew's vision before his sudden passing in 2016, Bowler continues to produce quality 
performance vehicles for road, race and specialist applications.  This has positioned us as a leading automotive engineering company 
and niche vehicle manufacturer.

Based in Derbyshire in the UK, we are proud of our internationally renowned brand, products, services and British engineering heritage, 
and harness the expertise and passion of a great team, leading technology and craftsmanship to deliver high quality vehicles and 
innovative engineering solutions with an unrivalled spirit.

Drew Bowler begins making and selling 
4x4 competition cars from his home in 
Derbyshire and Bowler Motorsport begins

Wildcat 100 launched – the first full factory 
Bowler vehicle, establishing Bowler as a 
vehicle OEM and the first significant step 
change for the company

Bowler’s largest ever Dakar entry makes it 
the second largest factory team and achieves 
the highest rate of finishers. A Bowler 
Wildcat wins both the British Baja National 
Championship and the French Baja

Bowler cars and drivers line up for 
the start of the legendary Dakar 
race event, which is cancelled at the 
eleventh hour

A significant year for Bowler in many ways. The Bowler initiated Defender Challenge racing series commences. 
The Bowler Defender official conversion is launched. Bowler looks to the future and direction of the business 
having identified a gap in the market for a multi-use vehicle platform which can be utilised for a diverse range of 
all-terrain and specialist vehicle applications. Market research commences to identify the required characteristics 
for a multi-use vehicle platform and its applications

Drew wins the ARC 
National Comp Safari in a 
Tomcat and continues its 
development

Bowler competes in the world famous Dakar 
Rally for the first time and races in central 
Europe with the Wildcat, which becomes 
popular with privateers and small teams as a 
reliable, fast and robust car

The EXR-S is revealed at the 
Goodwood Festival of Speed and 
driven up the hill in the Supercar class 
– beating many supercar rivals

The Defender Challenge grows in popularity with more teams and more rounds. 
Development of the CSP-based Bulldog begins as an R&D vehicle and enters an extreme 
motorsport testing programme. Company founder Drew Bowler sadly passes away in 
November

The Tomcat 88” wheelbase proves a popular 
car for UK national trial and hill rally events 
and Bowler begins to sell cars in Europe

Wildcat 200 launched – an evolution of its 
predecessor with even better performance 
and rigour

Bowler looks to expand its vehicles 
beyond motorsport into road 
cars, and development of the EXR 
commences

Bowler secures three year UK 
Government backed funding to develop 
the Cross Sector Platform (CSP)  
multi-use vehicle rolling chassis

The second significant step 
change for the company with the 
launch of the Nemesis. This was 
the first Bowler vehicle to feature 
independent suspension and 
another step up in performance

Tomcat 100” launched with a 
slightly longer wheelbase more 
suited to high speed events

Car guru Richard Hammond 
declares himself a ‘driving God’ 
in the Bowler Wildcat and states 
it is “one of the best off-roaders 
in the world”

Bowler agrees a formal brand partnership 
with Land Rover across sponsorship, 
marketing and engineering and begins 
development of the Bowler initiated 
Defender Challenge racing series

A new management team is formed to continue progressing Bowler with a 
direction and passion befitting of Drew’s legacy. The Bulldog’s impressive 
performance generates international interest, and sales of the road and race car 
versions commence. Further development of the CSP platform for multi-use 
specialist applications continues with interest from civilian and defence sectors



With over 30 years’ experience in designing and engineering precision 
components, prototypes, concepts and full vehicles for individuals, 
global vehicle manufacturers and specialist application projects, Bowler 
is perfectly placed to understand the diverse requirements and dynamics 
needed for the development of specialist vehicles.

Through our racing, Bowler cars are tested to extremes in some of the 
toughest environments and situations and this proven motorsport 
expertise is embedded into our wider specialist vehicle R&D and projects.

This expertise, coupled with our extensive market research, foresight 
and vision of creating a modular chassis concept suited to a range of 
vehicle applications, led to a ground-breaking Bowler initiated vehicle 
R&D project, backed by the UK Government.

The result . . . the innovative Cross Sector Platform (CSP) - a patented 
and next-generation rolling chassis platform which can be utilised for a 
diverse range of road, race and all-terrain vehicle applications.

The Cross Sector Platform (CSP) design philosophy enables several 
vehicle variants to be operated, serviced and maintained from common 
parts and methods.

The patented chassis can be fitted with industry standard ranges of 
modular sub-systems. The components and the design enable common 
electrical architecture, engines and drivetrains to be applied, with 
powertrains sourced and substituted from global vehicle manufacturers. 
This common vehicle architecture further allows for spares and service 
items to be readily available from established OEMs and their dealer 
networks across the globe.

Bowler's history and deep expertise in extreme off road competition and 
high mobility all-terrain performance vehicles, contributed towards the 
CSP‘s ability to deliver outstanding mobility, agility and performance.

This advanced chassis not only underpins the latest generation of Bowler 
road and race vehicles, but also represents the option for an entire family 
of vehicles to be customised for specialist applications.

  C S P  C O N C E P T  V E H I C L E

As a concept vehicle (pictured opposite), the body has been designed to showcase the CSP’s application across a range of potential uses. The vehicle has 
up to a 1,640kg payload and 3,500kg Gross Vehicle Weight, so is ideally suited to different environments and situations from security and border patrol 
to adventure safaris, emergency response, land and estates management, personnel transportation, utility, exploration, humanitarian aid and more.

The CSP Concept Vehicle features the acclaimed Land Rover V6 diesel based powertrain and technology, although alternatives could be sourced from 
different global vehicle manufacturers if required and where available.

Designs for a next generation 6x6 Forward Control Variant 'mule' are developed and could be progressed in collaboration with a specialist vehicle 
project to ensure the robust testing and development for specific applications.

Test drives and demonstrations of the CSP Concept Vehicle can be arranged for specific applications, projects and terrains.

Embedding our proven motorsport and engineering expertise into specialist vehicle R&D

EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE

LAND AND ESTATES 
MANAGEMENT

ANTI-POACHING

SECURITY AND 
PROTECTION

SPORT AND 
RECREATION

FILMING

HUMANITARIAN  
AND AID

UTILITY AND 
EXPLORATION

BORDER CONTROL



Over the last three decades, Bowler has designed and produced a range of globally acclaimed cars 
for competition and road use, many of which are still going strong today. With each car being crafted 
and built by hand, production runs have been small, further adding to the desirability of these sought 
after cars.

The Bulldog, Bowler’s most recent model, was developed in 2016 initially as a next-generation 
prototype and test vehicle for the company’s new Cross Sector Platform (CSP).

Coupled with its acclaimed Land Rover Mono-turbo V6 diesel and Supercharged V6 petrol powertrains, 
the Bulldog’s impressive performance, style, stability and rigour has earned it international appeal and 
interest from both race and road car buyers worldwide.

Hand built to order with Bowler’s expertise and craftsmanship, the Bulldog, in race and road versions, 
is available in standard trim or with a range of optional extras and accessories, as well as customised 
packages for individual customer requirements, ensuring it’s equally at home in desert sand dunes, 
busy cityscapes or the open countryside.

The latest and next-generation Bowler vehicle

Prices include VAT at 20% and road registration fee and vehicle excise duty where applicable.
Prices correct at time of print and may vary or be subject to change without prior notice.

DESERT PACK (RACE CAR) £15,000

FURTHER STANDARD OPTIONS -  Contrasting roof
-  Fuel tank shelf
-  Painted wheels
-  Painted grille
-  Painted headlight surrounds

-  Metallic paint
-  Tinted windows
-  Rear storage boxes
-  Cubby box with USB port
-  Intrax adjustable suspension 

-  Terratrip remote display
-  Body colour wheel arches
-  Sun visor strip
-  Bowler graphics pack
-  Windows with pop out vents

Prices from £135,000

CHASSIS 110” wheelbase
Left or right hand drive
MSA / FIA certified roll cage

ENGINE 3.0 litre Mono-turbo V6 Diesel 
3.0 litre Supercharged Petrol

WHEELS/ 
TYRES

5 x BF Goodrich 265/65 R18 tyres
5 x Bowler Compomotive 18” wheels - graphite

LIGHTING LED high level running and brake lights

EQUIPMENT Air conditioning
Heated windscreen
Manual jack and jack pad
Door locks (road)
Colour matched tailgate (road) 
Tow ropes, spill kit, helmet net (race)

TRANSMISSION ZF 8 speed automatic gearbox
Torque bias central differentials
Gripper limited slip front and rear differentials (race)

SUSPENSION Bilstein front and rear
Internal hydraulic bump stop dampers

BRAKES Brembo front and rear vented discs

FUEL SYSTEM 221 litres

PROTECTION Front protection and steering guard
Underbody bash guard
Rear diff guard
Nylon protection for rear lower suspension arms

PAINT AND  
FINISH

Non-metallic body paint
Powder coated chassis and roll cage - grey



“Driving an iconic Bowler across such vast and rugged  
                     terrain feels like one of the last freedoms of the world.”

Andrew Wicklow
Managing Director, Scobie & Junor 

Bowler Customer



Bowler offers a broad range of exclusive aftermarket and aftersales products and services, from individual parts and components, to complete vehicle 
conversions – all engineered with performance, strength, safety and style in mind.

  C O N V E R S I O N S  &  M O D I F I C AT I O N S

Since the inception and success of the Bowler Defender Challenge racing series, Bowler has become 
synonymous with conversions and modifications of all Defender models.

Our range of conversions and modifications are undertaken by our Bowler Factory team and designed 
to enhance power, handling, braking, comfort, styling and more.

The Bowler Defender is the most comprehensive conversion package, although different conversions, 
modification options and trims can be tailored to suit individual requirements and desires. This also 
includes any bespoke engineering to create your own ultimate Bowler Defender.

  PA R T S  &  A C C E S S O R I E S

Bowler offers an exclusive range of own design and quality engineered parts, accessories and accessory 
kits for Bowler vehicles as well as the Defender 90 and 110.

Available directly from Bowler, the range includes suspension, body protection and styling, wheels, 
seats, brakes, steering and more, backed by a twelve month manufacturer’s warranty on parts and 
services.

Parts and accessories can be fitted by customers, or by the highly experienced Bowler team at our 
facility in Derbyshire.

  S E R V I C I N G  &  R E PA I R

Bowler provides comprehensive servicing and repairs for Bowler vehicles and Defender models.

The highly skilled team enjoys welcoming new and returning Bowler customers and Defender owners, 
and their cars, to our service and repair facility to ensure these often customised vehicles remain in 
optimum condition and true to their heritage.

Exclusively designed and engineered by Bowler for enhanced performance, strength, safety and style



With Bowler’s acclaimed cars having competed in countless national rally and Rally Raid races globally, and the Bowler 
Factory team achieving acclaimed racing successes over the years, we are proud of our motorsport accolades and the 
unrivalled performance, safety and durability of our legendary Rally Raid cars across extreme terrains and the toughest 
of environments.

Enabling and supporting customers, experienced competitors and amateurs with aspirations, to fulfil their off road 
adventure potential and ambitions, is embedded in Bowler's DNA. From the frozen tundra of Russia, to the baking 
heat of the world’s deserts and incredible challenges of the Dakar, Bowler has led the way in providing drivers with the 
experience and enjoyment of many incredible off road feats.

Racing has also been a platform and fundamental foundation for our highly regarded road car and specialist vehicle 
engineering R&D projects, by utilising our motorsport testing capabilities and technology transfer philosophies.

  R A C I N G  S U P P O R T

The Bowler Factory team enjoys providing a range of race event support options and packages to customers who take 
part in many UK and global Rally Raid and off road race events.

For 2018, we are supporting Bulldog customers at five international Rally Raid events including the Tuareg Rally, 
Morocco Desert Challenge, Baja Aragon and Rallye du Maroc, culminating with the Africa Eco Race commencing in 
Monte Carlo and ending in Dakar, Senegal.

From pre and post-race car preparation, to transportation of customer cars and on-event servicing and hospitality, we 
offer the highest quality of parts and services to provide a full support package to Bowler customers with the correct 
race licence requirements, to ensure they and their cars are correctly supported and maintained by our dedicated team.

  D R I V E R  T R A I N I N G

Off road rally events take in some extreme conditions so our driver training is comprehensive to cover a range of 
scenarios and environments.

With an expert and highly experienced team, Bowler offers a one stop shop for those wanting to get involved in off road 
competition, for every level of driver and aspiration. Driver training Boot Camps will take place throughout the year at 
both UK and international locations.

  A R R I V E  &  D R I V E 

New for 2018, we’re utilising our extensive racing expertise and experience to offer Arrive & Drive packages for those who 
would like to compete in a Rally Raid race, but prefer not to purchase their own car.

Competing with Bowler as part of the Factory team as an Arrive & Drive customer in a rented and fully supported 
Bulldog race car, provides one of the best opportunities to fulfil your off road adventure and competition ambitions and 
reach the finish line safely with the best experience possible.

Racing, and the adventure of off road competition, is in Bowler’s DNA



Our proven ability to deliver well engineered, innovative, in-house designed and manufactured solutions with a motorsport 
‘can-do’ spirit, precision and adaptable approach has enabled us to offer this core engineering strength to the automotive 
industry.

We operate CATIA and Solidworks based CAE systems, linking directly to our CNC manufacturing facilities. This state-of-the-art 
technology, backed by the Bowler spirit, extraordinary craftsmanship and delivery performance, places Bowler amongst the 
very best in the industry to support customers’ engineering challenges and apply our automotive and technology transfer 
expertise.

Bowler is involved in a portfolio of OEM and Tier 1 supplier contracts, delivering fast turnaround engineering projects from 
design studies through to bespoke and full vehicle delivery, specialising in the following areas:

• Design feasibility
• Demonstrator vehicles
• Electronics development
• Bespoke instrumentation
• Powertrain mule vehicles
• Suspension development
• Alternative propulsion systems, including EV
• Engine and powertrain packaging and installations

Developing innovative automotive engineering solutions for over 30 years



J O I N  U S  F O R  
     T H E  D R I V E  . . .

S H A R E  O U R 
       S P I R I T ?



www.bowlermotorsport.com

Leonard House, Queen Street, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 1NR, United Kingdom    
+44 (0)1773 824 111 

B O W L E R


